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brief, Cole makes an excellent 
point that the xenophobia in 2008 
was a re-articulation of apartheid-
era violence with a new set of 
perpetrators and victims. This point 
begs us to keep in mind that massive 
acts of violence have embodied 
memories going back decades and 
centuries—forgetting, or refusing 
to remember the real experiences of 
that violence dooms us to continue 
inflicting the same kinds of damage 
over and over.   

Even while the literature on 
the TRC is vast, Performing South 
Africa’s Truth Commission offers 
a substantial contribution to that 
canon, precisely because we hear 
new voices and perspectives. The 
methodological choice to analyze 
the TRC as performance gives us 
access to those new voices, an act 
on the author’s part, to place them 
in the public record. Cole’s use of 
“stage,” as the temporal and literal 
foundations of the TRC, makes it 
clear that racial reconciliation is not 
some grand ideal or a destination 
where we might one day happily 
arrive. It is a complicated process 
of human interaction that requires 
us to remember and forget at the 
same time the things people said 
and did—and do better. 

(Endnotes)
1  p. xiv.
2  p. 27.
3  p. 6.
4  p. 11.
5  p. 29.
6  p. xxv.
7  p. 66.
8  p. 158.

J Finley is a Ph.D. candidate in the 
African Diaspora Ph.D. program 
at the University of California, 
Berkeley.

TRC was “circus, ritual, drama, 
bioscope, [or] show.”4 The chapter 
leaves the reader wondering though, 
how were the commissioners 
themselves chosen to participate in 
and administer the TRC?    

Chapter 2 provides an even 
more specific background to the 
TRC, looking at three political 
trials in South Africa between 
1956 and 1964: The Treason Trial, 
The Incitement Trial, and the 
Rivonia Trial. Cole uses chapter 2 
to highlight the ability of embodied 
expressions like dancing, singing, 
and gesturing “to transmit memory 
over space and time.”5  The Treason, 
Incitement, and Rivonia trials are 
framed as “theatres of power,” 
spaces where the political transitions 
to apartheid were enacted, and the 
latest incarnation—the TRC, is 
a re-enactment of sorts linked 
to those previous repertoires of 
enacting power, however, this time 
the transitions is from apartheid to 
democracy.    

Chapter 3 is the most compelling 
and engaging “act” of the book, 
focusing in on the interpretive 
processes that took place in the 
public hearings of the TRC. Cole’s 
analysis of the TRC’s transcripts 
paints a vivid picture of how the 
people who participated in the TRC 
first-hand experienced the event. 
Analysis of the text and the ways 
in which they were reconstituted 
during the process of the TRC helps 
us understand the not so subtle 
difference between interpretation 
and translation. Her close attention 
to the testimony along with the 
embodied expressions that were 
as important as the words uttered, 
demonstrate Cole’s core argument 
that the hearings themselves are the 
defining feature of the TRC itself, a 
process where we get “a view into 
the interior realm of subjectivity 
under apartheid.”6  This chapter 
pays close attention to the work of 
language interpreters, who were at 
the same time “protagonists and 

mediators, actors and audience.”7 
Cole ushers the readers inside the 
translation booth—her interviews 
with interpreters lay bare their 
monumental task of rendering 
people’s testimony, often of grizzly 
human rights violations in the first 
person and in a language that might 
not be their first.     

Whereas chapter 3 focuses 
more on the direct participants in 
the TRC, the victims who testified, 
the translators who interpreted their 
testimony, and the journalists who 
reported the event, chapter 4 is 
concerned with the vast majority of 
South Africans and the ways they 
experienced the commission—on 
TV or the radio. After watching in 
succession all 87 episodes of TRC 
Special Report, a weekly news 
digest of the TRC proceedings, Cole 
argues the mediated representations 
of the TRC via TV and radio, for 
all intents and purposes, were 
extensions of the TRC itself. The 
TRC Special Report represents a 
fuller exposition of the system of 
apartheid than the TRC’s Final 
Report, which Cole argues is an 
incomplete and rarely read text. 

Chapter 5 “Dragons in the Living 
Room: Truth and Reconciliation in 
Repertoire, 2006,” explores the 
legacy of the TRC, specifically the 
ways in which artist Philip Miller 
interprets testimony from the TRC 
and works it into an artistic piece, 
Rewind: A Cantata for Voice, Tape, 
and Testimony in 2006. The closing 
chapter doesn’t necessarily close the 
curtain, but insists we continually 
return to the “rituals, performances, 
and representations [that] might 
animate stories from the TRC, either 
in aural or textual form.”8 

Cole reminds us of the urgency 
of her project as she finally 
discusses the TRC in relation to 
the xenophobic violence that swept 
South Africa in May of 2008 where 
thousands of “foreigners” were 
displaced and several people lost 
their lives.  Even while being 
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this is dedicated to Carmen Mitchell and to all the brilliant black people whom we’ve lost in the struggle, and as my predecessor June 
Jordan put it, whom we’ve lost in “the terror and the hungering and the quandaries of our African lives on this North American soil”

1976:  West Berkeley
My fifth grade class troops down Franklin school hallway to learn black studies
I stand behind Lavell  
eye his straightened hair
crooked teeth 
back when Berkeley had plenty black kids on welfare
my mom got welfare too
before she bought our house in the flatlands
slept in the living room & rented out bedrooms to Cal students to pay the mortgage

Rodney Williams is our guest speaker on black history and we need to give him our full
—stop that LaVell—
full attention says Ms. Ono
Mr. Williams wears a dashiki 
has peanut butter brown skin with a bald head and glasses
like Isaac Hayes 
he is teaching me about black history 
about slavery  
about Jim Crow who is not a person but a system
He reads Julius Lester’s Black Folktales and the black kids in class laugh 
when High John slaps that white girl
I laugh along but don’t quite get the joke cause I’m Puerto Rican
on my mom’s side but she looks white 
Sometimes black people look like they wanna slap her 
sometimes like they wanna slap me
sometimes you gotta laugh along so nobody gets slapped

1982:
At Berkeley High I take the black drama class 
because we’ve got an African American Studies department
Mr. Austin talks a lot about the white man-- like there’s only one of them 
and you need to point him out in a photograph

And which one is the lone ranger?
The white man

Mr. Austin also says things that make no sense
like: the black man is the original man--the strongest man in the world
and he also says: the black woman needs to stay in her place, behind the black man
but if the black man is so strong, why is Mr. Austin always worried about it? 
Still I like black drama because I get to be with more black kids than any of my classes
except social living and PE
mostly white kids in my algebra class with Mr. Kaaya who also teaches Swahili
but I take Spanish

I grow up in Berkeley with black studies in the background of my life 
like morning fog that burns off by noon or trains that whistle at night down by the bay 
Some days if the wind is right 
I can also hear cheering from Cal football games
like ghostly applause

Untitled: African American Studies
by Aya de Leon
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1984:
At sixteen I graduate 
apply to Cal but get waitlisted 
go to Harvard instead
I emigrate from Peoples Republic of Berkeley
Black girl lost Boston frost blast monstrous cost

Nothing makes sense at Harvard 
The chair of the black studies department is 
The white man
I thought black studies was Rodney Williams telling Lavell 
he doesn’t need that conk to straighten his hair because 
our ancestors were kings and queens in Africa
Which is something else about black studies that doesn’t make sense: 

how could everybody have been kings and queens in Africa? 
But when I go to study Africa at Harvard, they only have three courses in the whole college
no African languages
less than my high school!

1986: 
Finally!  Martin Luther King’s birthday has become a national holiday
Today would have been Dr. King’s 57th birthday!
On this cold January Sunday me and my roommates head to the Harvard dining hall for lunch
New England cuisine has four food groups   sugar/salt/grease/starch
We spice up the meal by playing Stevie Wonder on a boom box to celebrate Dr. King.
Happy Birthday to ya!
Happy Birthday to ya!
Happy--
Suddenly  turn off that music!
dorm administrator silences us

Later he stands at my cluttered dorm room door
stammering an awkward apology in front of a clothes drying rack with my 

bras/underwear/stonewashed 80s jeans
Didn’t realize about the holiday…Thought you guys were just playing it for…some friend…
…I don’t know
How can you be standing in my private dorm room in plain view of my underwear?
How can you not know it’s Dr. King’s birthday?
Why do I feel worse after the apology?

Autumn in Cambridge with bright sun and fiery leaves on trees
a bunch of us linger outside the law school
after some race-related event
Mike, Shawn, Lanette, Barack and Rob
just chillin 
I barely know them
just hungry to be around black people

At Harvard I learn that it will take more than SAT scores to succeed 
So I proudly develop low-grade eating disorder and enter dysfunctional long-distance relationship 
to cope with suffocating alienation

I visit home
walk up the hill to UC Berkeley’s Black Graduation
enraptured with masses of blackness
Raye Richardson of Marcus Books 
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puff of crinkly hair twinkling with gray
resonant voice booms out to black caps in Greek Theater
resist in the face of racism
hold your humanity in the midst of hardship
I cry to hear her tongue speak words I have lost in east coast frost
this is African American studies
like an equation Mr. Kaaya could have taught me: 
scholarly excellence+black achievement+community=African American Studies
vision of black graduates/black caps in the air silhouetted against Berkeley sky shores me up 
to face final years at Harvard
move off campus
graduate with honors

1995:
I drop the boyfriend and say affirmations
While UC Regents drop affirmative action
Learn to love my thick shape and eat for nutrition
But the crowd’s looking thin at the Black Graduation
Meanwhile OJ Simpson creates media saturation
So much bad news I turn off the television

2004:
I still don’t have TV but keep hearing about this Obama guy during the democratic convention
Obama-Obama-Barack Obama
Emails about his speech flurry like Boston blizzards
Funny
he has the same name as that guy from Harvard Law School
Not until I see a photo do I realize it’s the same guy
Never dreamed we could have a president I actually met once

Never dreamed that one day 
I could stand in Professor June Jordan’s shoes  
direct Poetry for the People
help students find lost tongue find words speak
send student teachers guest speakers into Berkeley schools like Rodney Williams 
Also never dreamed that twenty years later 
I would sit as faculty on that same Greek Theater stage for Black Graduation  
where Dr. Raye Richardson spoke healing balm to my lost girl self

African American studies holds all this:
Lavell doesn’t need to straighten his hair
Like kingdoms? – we had some impressive ones in Africa
Non-black scholars—even the white man—can study our diaspora
We got the Afro-Latino working group to illuminate my Hispanophone roots
and we got strong black women scholars 
to clarify my high school teacher Mr. Austin’s contradictions about gender

In African American studies
Poetry for the People welcomes everyone wanna find that balm  that lost tongue 

Laotian, Croation, Arabic, Spanish, Korean, Haitian
speak healing spells to our own selves
put all our underwear on display together
resonant voices ring in the griot tradition of Africa
in the Greek Theater or Zellerbach or the Morrison Room
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And in these brutal and bleak times 
when so many of our people in and out of these halls
feel fragmented/shattered/dissected like a continent at a conference in Berlin
for colored girls when the rainbow is not enuf who can’t seem to find that way out of no way
we grieve for what we’ve lost and for whom we’ve lost and for all we’ve lost
And then we will rise up from our grief and return to the work of searching and researching 
and tell the stories of our people
back to the work of stitching ourselves and each other into wholeness along the way
And although sometimes we may feel so alone, we are never alone because we walk in a tradition

And in the name of June Jordan and Reginald Jones and Barbara Christian 
and Vèvè Clark and Erskine Peters and Marlon Riggs and Albert Johnson
Yes
in the name of June Jordan 

and Reginald Jones 
and Barbara Christian 

and Vèvè Clark 
and Erskine Peters 

and Marlon Riggs 
and Albert Johnson 

who urge us on with ghostly applause
in the African tradition 
we welcome our guests  
we welcome our kin  
we welcome our ancestors
back home 

Aya de Leon is the Director of Poetry for the People in the African American Studies Department at the University of 
California, Berkeley. “Untitled: African American Studies” was commissioned for the opening reception of Born of 
Struggle: Forty Years of African American Studies at UC Berkeley  which is on exhibit through April 4, 2011 in Doe 
Memorial Library.
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Intellectual Tenderness
by Arif Gamal

your father’s 
scent was

unforgettable
a freshness all

around him like
the grass and

when he shaved
‘old spice’

and there was something
in his wavy hair

his arms so smooth
of yellow colour

his handsome eyes
of warm light brown

when he came home
from work

you followed him around
he changed his clothes

you hung up
carefully his

suit and
folded things

and set out the
djellaba he would wear

and told a lot
of stories or

would hear from him
news of that day

and he loved
having you around

more than the older sons

he needed
intellectual

tenderness
you were the one

and if trouble came
he called for you

you were fourteen
and in an early hour
of the morning
someone shook
your shoulder roughly
waking you from sleep
it was your eldest brother
Asim he was born severe
and went into the military
growing stricter even

now he was engaged
to marry but the father
of the fiancée
extremely rich
was suddenly at the
final minute after a
whole year of elaborate
plan much opposed
forbidding
any wedding

and the fathers met
in conflict
yours protesting
such a violent
change of mind
when all was ready

your brother woke you
roughly saying
that your father
wanted you
and to everything he says
the brother warned
you must answer ‘yes’
say nothing else

whenever there was
trouble then
your father called
for you
the eldest brother
was not close
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your second brother
Adil was all absorbed 
with strenuous work

in medical school

and it was something
in particular

for which your father 
wanted only you

he needed intellectual
tenderness

you were fourteen
you went into the room

your father sat up
in the bed

and beckoned you
to sit near him

he could not rest
he told you all

the details of the stress
and what he tried

to do or could do next
your brother told you

‘only answer yes’

you thought
of all the things
your father said
and you began 
to speak at length

your father listened
most attentively
while leaning on his elbow
then you smoothed
the pillow
for him and you said

you can’t control 
everything

he released a long
long breath and 
laying his head upon the pillow
finally slept.

Arif Gamal teaches at the College of Marin and summer sessions in UC-Berkeley’s 
African American Studies department. “Intellectual Tenderness” is an excerpt 
from his book Morning in Serra Mattu: A Nubian Ode. 
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